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Editorial Comments
In February 1982 when the first North Carolina
Postal History Society Newsletter was published, if someone
would have suggested that we would be seeing 20 page
Newsletters and that I'd still be around 29 issues Ia ter, I'd have
suggested they visit their doctor.
Today the NCPHS Newsletter is no doubt the finest
state postal history journal published. It has been given high
awards each time that it has been sent into competition with
other journals. All this is coming from a dedicated
membership of 100 collectors.
Since Darrell Ertzberger became a co-editor, we've
seen great strides in the production quality ofthe newsletter.
It never ceases to amaze meat what the computer cando; with
this issue we are seeing new changes.
Darrell has taken on a new job with new demands.
He is also seeing greater demands from other activities.
Because of this we have been forced to seek additional help
for this publication. A stranger to none of you, Vernon
Stroupe, has agreed to jump in and be the new co-editor of
this fine publication. I'm sure that Darrell would appreciate
a note of thanks for all of his fine work over the past few years,
and Vernon deserves a big "thank you" for jumping in when
needed.
There will be inevitible changes in this publication.
We have a different person and a different machine doing the
same work. In a few issues this publication will be totally desktop-published from type to illustrations. Vernon will give us
a blow-by-blow article when this time comes.
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With this issue, we are one issue behind, it is our
intention to get caught up before the year is out. For this we
need articles. It d&sn't take a writer to get published in this
journal; all you need is a concept and some facts. We will do
what is needed to make the article readable. If you have a
favorite cover, or a cover that tells a story, or an interesting
enclosure, please send it along. They make great reading.
Without your support this newsletter is not possible. TLC
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The Search for Leo
by
Thomas S. Richardson
Rt.2,Box26
Trinity, NC 27370
The LEO Fancy Heart Cancel is but one of a few
cancels that existed during the 1851-1861 period in North
Carolina. Simpson's US POSTAL MARKINGS (hereinafter referred to as "USPM") 1851-61lists the LEO N.C. as
unique. The
USPM
was
published as a
second edition in
1979 and
various markings
are added by
addendum in the
U.S. Classic
Postal Issues. I
have my own
addendum to add
to our North
Carolina Postal
History and to that
of the USPM.

Whenever I see a rarity number in the unique or
extremely rare rating, I try to find more. That intuition that
you know more exist sets me out on the hunt. In the USPM
a rarity rating of 10 is a unique item having a recorded number
of one. The rarity number of 9 describes an extremely rare
item having a number of 2 or 3 items recorded. As stated, the
LEO,N.C. is a rarity of 10.
Recently a LEO appeared in the Kelleher sale of
February 1989. I knew that the USPM listed LEO and the
American Stampless Cover Catalog (USCC) also listed a
stampless LEO. As soon as I saw the Kelleher LEO I wanted
to check the date ofthe USPM's and theASCC's. Here I found
that three dates exist for the LEO N.C. fancy heart cancel, a
stampless Oct 31 (1851) for the February Kelleher sale,
Nov 3 (1851) with a Scott #10 for the USPM, and a

stamp less Nov 6(1851) for the ASCC. This made the rating
for LEO no longer unique, but extremely rare. But I knew of
one more listing of the LEO.
Sometime last year another LEO was up for sale and
I was determined to find it. So, armed with my past auction
catalogs, I began my search. Looking through over a hundred
catalogs is not a fun job, but it was worth it! After more than
three weeks of looking and asking friends, I found another
LEO. In the January 22nd 1988 Kelleher sale it was offered
as lot #289, a front only, but a LEO none the less. It was dated
Nov3rd with a Scott #10. That date matched with the USPM
marking so there is still only three, but the source for that one
Leo is known to me.
Since I have written this article, another LEO came
to my attention. It is not the fancy heart shape, but a
manuscript. This cover has a Scott #10 with the same crosshatch pen cancel as the Nov 3rd 1851. The contents of the
letter is the most important part of this LEO story.
The writer, Joseph S. Norman, says that he had
bought 30 stamps on July 1st 1851. (First day ofsale-ed.) The
letter is dated Leo, N.C., Sept 15th by the postmaster and
datelined, Sharon, Sept 15th 1851.
The LEO search was a fun one because that is one of
the things our hobby is all about. Just a prodding from a few
friends was all that was needed and a desire for knowledge.

LEO N.C.Fancy Heart Listings:
Description

Where Seen

Oct 311851

Kelleher 581st Sale, Feb 22 & 23, 1989

XF Black fancy Heart with date in ink + black 3 in box, black 5 in box
crossed out & ms Paid on 1851 .brown stampless cover to Swain S.
Norman, Ringwood P.O., N.C., flap gone, o/w VF

Nov31851

Kelleher 577th Sale, Jan 20, 1988

Clear fancy heart town pmk with date in ink on restored FC, all flaps
added or at least reinforced, to Swain S. Norman, Ringwood, N.C. with
3 cent orange brown #10, Fine Pen<ancelled, VF apprearing.

Nov31851

Simpson's US Postal Markings, 1851-61

Same as above

Nov61851

American Stampless Cover Catalog 1985

Leo N.C. Manuscript Postmarks
Sept 15 1851

Private Collection

NCPHS Newsletter

Cross-hatch Pen cancelled Scott #10, enclosure mentions purchase of
stamps
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A New Charlotte Crown Comes to Light
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Confederate Mails in North Carolina
A Review by Ernst M. Cohn

by

Tony L. Crumbley
PO Box 219, Newell, NC 28213

Having tracked the postal markings of Charlotte for
over ten years, it's seldom that something new is added. A
recent lot of covers purchased did, however, add some
excitement to a slow day.
The crown fancy cancel used in Charlotte from April
1876 until August 1876 has always been an elusive item. fewer
than a dozen examples exist. Recorded examples have been
those seen on postal cards of the time. The earliest reported
date was June 6, 1876.
This recent find, however, changed the records. Two
new crown markings were included in the covers! This find
brought to light the first recorded covers with this marking
and produced a new earliest date - AprilS, 1876.
For some, this author included, the joys or postal
history collecting can be many. Seemingly minor variations
can bring about pleasures. A new early is certainly a joy to
discover, perhaps yet earlier dates are to be found and
additional pleasures to be had. NCPHS.

This fascinating booklet started out in 1967 as an MA thesis, was
recently rediscovered, brought up to date, and edited by Dr. Stefan Jaronski.
After a foreword (sic) by Jaronski and Ertzberger and an introduction, the
author describes the operations of the North Carolina and Confederate post
offices in five chapters. These are followed by footnotes and bibliography.
The workings of the post office of the whole Confederacy paralleled
those of North Carolina. The dirve toward financial self-sufficiency resulted
in a continued worsening of the postal service, denial of franchise for soldiers,
and thus the demoralization of them and their families. Poor administration,
incompetent workers, and inadequate facilities added to the usual difficulties
brought about by war. Although the post office fmally succeeded in making
a profit, large quantities of letters remained undelivered or were illegally
moved outside the mails.
The details given here about the workings and failures of the post
office are highly useful for gaining better understanding of the history behind
the covers that we as (philatelic) postal historians treasure. A number of
covers and postal forms are illustrated, some of the halftones being unfortunately "muddy".
There is no table of contents nor an ind= Paper and printing are
excellant; several staples in the review copy sat in strange places but did not
interfere with reading this fine work.
Someone in the North Carolina Postal History Society deserves
high praise for rediscovering this thesis. How many such unpublished studies
are gathering dust at other centers of learning, awaiting publication by
similarly devoted philatelists?
Reprinted from the Postal History Journal No. 82, June 1989
Copies of the booklet are available from North Carolina Postal
History Society, PO Box 219, Newell, NC 28126. $15 Postpaid.
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Richard F. Ridgeway, "Self-Sufficiency at All Costs: Confederate
Post Office Operations in North Carolina, 1861-65"
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PRECANCELS IN NORTH CAROLINA
by
Dilmond D. Postlewait
P.O. Box 1134, Wichita, KS 67201
The postal history of the State of North Carolina or
any of the other 49 can encompass many things. This is not
new to those of you who receive the NCPHS Newsletter. But
have you considered precancels to be part of that history?
A precanceled stamp is one which has been cancelled
prior to being applied to a piece of mail. They are most readily
recognized as having the name of the town and state printed
betw~n two parallel lines. The style and size of type varies
considerably and identification is done by use of the Precancel
Stamp Society, Inc. (PSS) Town & Type Catalog. The PSS
Catalog lists precancels from Aberdeen to Zirconia -- over
700 North Carolina towns with 1060 different types. The
U.S.Postal Service Zip Code Directory lists a few over 900
towns in the state, so not too many have been overlooked.
Some North Carolina towns have had only one
precancel type while others, such as Greensboro, has had
extensive usage with 17 different types. Greensboro has also
had many different denominations used due to mailings by
the Sears-Roebuck regional office. Many of these are "dated"
varieties which 111 explain later.
There are two types of precancels - Bureau and
Locals. The Bureaus were prepared at the Bureau of Printing
& Engraving in Washington with the town/state name
ap?lied during the same press run when the stamp was
pnnted. Locals, as the name implies, are produced by the
local post offices.

Kannapolis is a PSS type 622 (Fig. 2), 15 cents,
condensed 3mm block caps between 1mm bars 13mm apart,
state in light-faced slightly serified caps 2.5mm high.
Lattimore is PSS type 734 (Fig. 3), 25 cents, condensed block
caps 2.5mm high, 1mm between town and state; lines 8mm
apart.

Fig. 3

Shelby is listed as PSS type L-3 (Fig.3) - meaning, their third
locally produced type set. It is to be noted as "without bars or
lines". PSS catalog value is $2 for this typeset. And the
Winston-Salem on the 6 cent 1917 issue (Scott #506) is PSS
type 207 (Fig. 4)- block caps 2mm high between 1mm bars
12.5mm apart with the legend on three lines. This is another
electroplate, another nickel type.

Fig. 4

High Point is a well sought after bureau precancelthe Presidential issue of 1938 (Scott #804).(Fig. 4). It is
priced by PSSat$15. The 1-1(2cent ofthatissue (Scott #805)
is only $3.00.

Fig. 1

Some of the various local types are shown here. The
Charlotte is PSS type 232 (Fig. 1) - made by use of an
electroplate on the printing press. It catalogs at 5 cents for
this type. East Flat Rock is PSS type 723 (Fig. 1), 15 cents,
made with a hands tamp. The catalog described this type as
"extra-condensed block caps 3mm high, 1.8mm between town
and state". Julian is PSS type 728, 25 cents, noted as "wide
serifed caps 2.5mm high, lines 8mm apart". (Fig. 2)

Fig. 5

Greensboro, as previously mentioned has many
precancels. The recent 16 cent Ernie Pyle (Scott #1398) can
be found with three different bureau types. The first one sows
the state abbreviation as "N.C.", with periods (Fig. 5, left),
with periods; the second "NC", without periods (center);
while the third is called a "linofilm" type, having to do with the
method used to produce the rubber mat printing plates for the
precancel overprint. It can be distinguished by a taller letter
and less distance between the city and state (Fig. 5, right).
(Continued Page 6)

Fig. 2
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PostalregulationssinceJune1938havedictated that
on parcels be "dated" using the month/year and
users Initials. These regulations have varied from time-totime. Sears Roebuck & Co. complied and the famous "SRC"
on the Greensboro precancels are sought by denomination
and date. The 30 cent in Fig. 6 reads, "SRC/APR/62" and is
inverted in relation to the precancel, but this is of little
significance since it is a simple matter to tum a sheet upside
down when doing the date printing.
preca~~~

Fig.6

.

.

. Those circular date stamps are not the only
of some city in North Carolina making postal
h1~tory. Precancels play an important part, too. You just
might want to add precancels to your research and see how
interesting they can become.
~d1cat10n

Ify~u g~t bit hard enough, I would be ahppy to send
you a~ application for membership in PSS provideing that
you Will send me a SASE. I would even try to answer questions
you might have regarding precancels. NCPHS

Editors note: Dilmond Postlewait is new tothe pages of the
NCPHS Newsletter. He is, however, not new to the philatelic
press. Dilmond has written the Precancel column for Linn's
since 1978 and has been editor of the Precancel Forum the
jo~rnal of~reca~cel collectors, since 1975. We trust you have
enJoyed his article. In searching for illustration for this
article, the editors were surprised at the lack of North
Carolina precancels on cover. If you have copies in your
collection, we would like to see them. 1LC.

. .....•.........................
~

Minutes, contmued
has received no information on 1989 dues payment or
onpossible new members. He stated that he has three
differ~nt lists. For the next newsletter mailing he agreed to
combmeall the names on the lists and provide the list to Tony
and Ruth. It was decided that the mailing would go to
everyone on that list.

Ruth announced that the Society has been contacted
by individuals in Robeson County who are attempting to
restore an 18th Century plantation. The buildings include an
old general store that served as the post office known as Raft
. SwaD_t~· The post office artifacts are reported to be in fair
condition but the roof on the building needs restoring. The
~estorers need financial help with their plans and are asking
1fNCPHS could help. It is possible that this may be the oldest
post office building extant in North Carolina. Discussion on
the request was favorable, but more specific information on
the Raft Swamp Post Office will be given in the NCPHS
Newsletter.
D.R.Frazer, Secretary
Page6

The Annual Meeting of the NCPHS was held at
CHARPEX in Charlotte on August 30, 1989. The meeting
was called to order by President Ruth Wetmore at 1 PM.
Seven members, including four directors, were present.
The minutes of the 1988 Annual Meeting were read
by the Secretary. A motion to approve the minutes was made
and approved. No Treasurers report was received since the
acting treasurer was unable to attend.
Tony Crumbley reported that the latest publishing
endeavor of the Society, "Self-Sufficiency at all Costs: Confederate Post Office Operations in North Carolina. 18611865", by Richard F. Ridgeway has been well received and that
the sale of 100 copies will permit us to break even on the
project. He also reported that the receipt of a bulk mailing
permit will lead to a considerable saving in mailing costs of
the Society Newsletter since unit costs are reduced to 8-1/4
cen_ts ~r copy. Del Frazer raised the question of possible
savmgs m the purchase of supplies since we now have official
r~gnition of our non-profit status by providing suppliers
With our tax-exempt number. Those persons authorized to
purchase for the society are to be advised of that number.
.
Tiie question of the possible combination of the positions of Secretary and Treasurer was discussed. Those prese~t ~greed that combining the positions whould appear to
ehmmatesome problems. No action was taken on the matter
since so few members were present. The scheduled election
of officers and directors was postponed although a slate of six
persons had been submitted by the nominating committee.
Ballots will be sent to all members so that the Directors can
be elected by mail vote.
Tony Crumbley reported that the Earl Weatherlv
Award for the best exhibit was not made this year since th~
only postal history exhibit at the show had already received
the award at an earlier show. The Weatherly Award for
literature was awarded to Richard F. Ridgeway for his book
on the Confederate Post Office Operations.
A Fall meeting for the Board of Directors is planned
for Raleigh in November.
Tony Crumbley announced that expenses for the
Newsletter would probably rise. Darrell Ertzberger has been
handling the layout and actual printing ofthe publication, but

he has changed jobs, and his new work is expected to take
more of his time. Vernon Stroupe has indicated his willingness to work on the Newsletter. Del Frazer moved that
necessary additional expenses for the publication be approved.
Since the death of Milt Wicker some confusion has
resulted in the membership listings. Del Frazer stated that he
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RAFf SWAMP: NORTH CAROLINA'S OLDEST POSTAL BUILDING?
In North Carolina history, the battle of Raft Swamp
in October of 1781 marks the final suppression of Tory
resistance in the American yvar of Independence. The battle
bearsthenameofthestreaminthesoutheastemcoastalflood
plain on whose banks and causeway the conflict took pla~.
Many years after the Revolution, during the American Civil
War, a tiny community called Raft Swamp had its own post
office near the site of the celebrated battle. The Raft Swamp
post office served Robeson County before, during and after
the War Between the States, and the survival of the building
has been brought to the attention oftheNCPHS this summer.

and Mrs. Smith placed the property on the National Register
of Historic Places in 1973. Complementary to the plantation
house are several original outbuildings. Of particular interest
for postal historians is the plantation commissary buiding,
which has a varied history as a trading post, stage stop,
doctor's office, community center, and post office. (Ill. 2).

The raft Swamp post office is located on the ground
of the Humphrey-Williams-Smith Plantation near
Lumberton in Robeson County. The plantation, in family
ownership since 1772, is one of the largest privatelymaintained historic sites in North Carolina. It was
established by the family of Chambers Humphrey, who
emigrated from the James River county of Surry, Virginia,
and settled in that part of Bladen County, North Carolina,
which would become Robeson County in 1787. The
Humphreys became prosperous planters along Drowning
Creek (today know as the Lumber River) and its tributaries,
Saddletree and Raft Swamps.
The manor house (lll. 1) of Richard B. Humphrey,
the principal structure on the estate, has been occupied
continuously since antebellum times and has been
impeccably preserved. Present owner Charles Thomas Smith
inherited the 900-acre estate on Raft Swamp in 1963, and he

flL 2- Raft Swamp General Store/Post Office as is today

Professor Smith and plantation curator Robert
Doares contacted the North Carolina Postal History Society
inJulyof1989concemingtheone-roomstructureandinvited
postal historian Vernon Stroupe to have a look. Mr. Stroupe
toured the site in July and inspected the building. Although
Raft Swamp was by no means among the earliest postal
establishments in this state, Stroupe believes that it may be
the only antebellum and Confederate post office building
surviving in North Carolina. In any case, the history of the
Raft Swamp post office as a USA-CSA-USA facility from
1856 through 1866 can be thoroughly documented.

flL 1 - Humphrey-Smith-Willwms House

Page8

The frame building itself measures approximately
fifteen by eighteen feet and appears to be of earlier
construction than the 1846 plantation house near which it has
stood for nearly a century and a half. It undoubtedly served
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as plantation commissary and community commercial center
for some time prior to its commission as a Federal post office.
The building was located on the Carthage Road, one of the
oldest colonial roads through the area, near a fording place on
Raft Swamp, formerly a principal water connection to the
Little Pee Dee River and South Carolina. The postal facility
there was officially commissioned on July 11, 1856.
The first postmaster at Raft Swamp was Henry H. Ellis, age
42, a merchant who had married the widowed mistress of the
plantation, Charity Thompson Humphrey, in 1850. Ellis
served as postmaster for two and a half years and might have
continued as such but for legal complications following his
wife's untimely death, just four months after the
establishment of the post office on her property. Ellis had
signed a prenuptual agreement of sorts on the day of his
marriage, abjuring any claim to the property of his wife, in
deference to his two stepchildren.
A legal compromise was struck on December 3,
1858, whereby the plantation passed into the hands of Ellis's
stepdaughter Ann Eliza Humphrey and her new husband
Warren Williams, a 26 year old physician with degrees from
medical colleges in Vermont and Kentucky. Ellis vacated the
plantation with his share of the settlement, which included
the entire crop for that year, most of the farm machinery, and
the greater portion of the Humphrey slaves.
The interim postmaster, William McNeill, served
from the time of Ellis's departure on December 6, 1858 until
Dr. Williams, the new plantation master, assumed the
position on March 16, 1859. Dr. Williams operated the postal
facility alternately as Federal, Confederate, and Federal
postmaster until the postal service as Raft Swamp was
discontinued on December 11, 1866. At the time of its
closing, Raft Swamp post office had existed for ten and a half
years during some of the most turbulent times in our history,
and it had even survived the passage of Sherman's northern
troops, who camped at Raft Swamp on March 9, 1865.
Of the three postmasters at Raft Swamp, least is
known about William McNeill, whose tenure was barely three
months.
There survives, however, considerable
documentation of the lives and times of Henry Ellis and
Warren Williams. Although no official postal records or
stamps have been found at the site (these items were most
probably retrieved by the United States post office
department when Raft Swamp was decommissioned), a
number of artifacts and documents left by these two
postmasters are of note.
Most remarkable from the Ellis period is perhaps the
survival of a twenty-inch logo (title illustration) on the
interior wall of the building, bearing the inscription, "H.H.
ELLIS/Raft Swamp N.C." The stencil is circular in form and
bears striking resemblance to a postal cancellation mark.
Although no Raft Swamp covers have been discovered, it is
easy to imagine that this logo may have been the very image

NCPHS Newsletter

of Ellis's original circular date stamp from the 1856-1858
period.
Other primary records linking Ellis to the post office
at Raft Swamp are found in the guardianship accounts kept
on the behalfof his minor stepchildren during the 1850's. Five
seperatepurchasesofquantitiesof3centstampsandstamped
envelopes are recorded by Ellis in the year 1857 for the two
Humphreychildren, who were attending boarding school and
were apparently well supplied with paper and postage for
writing to the folks back home.
Postmaster Warren Williams left no actual records
of postal transactions from the antebellum or Confederate
periods, but his commissary account books reveal a great deal
about the clientele who traded at the Raft Swamp store for
groceriesandothersupplies. ltseems thatagreatmanyofthe
customers were Lumbee Indians, who even today compise a
majority of the population ofSaddletree Township where the
plantation is located. Dr. Williams undoubtedly used the
building to perform certain medical functions, as well, and
some of his professional instruments are preserved there.
Giles Williams, father of Warren Williams, had been
a postmaster, too, at Brooklin post office on his plantation
twenty miles from Raft Swamp in the southern part of
Robeson County. The elder Williams had received his postal
commission from the Confederate government during the
war. After the collapse of the Confederacy, both men, father
and son, sought pardon for their activities as Confederate
postmasters, and their written request for pardon survive.
In his pleas for pardon, the elder Williams protests
that he had been pressed into Confederate postal service
contrary to his inclination. In his letter of September 5, 1865,
to President Andrew Johnson, Giles Williams, "a farmer fiftyseven years of age", explains that he had unwillingly served the
"government of the so-called Confederate States" and had
done "nothing in aid of the Rebellion except some
contributions of food and clothing to suffering soldiers. •
Warren Williams' letter of petition, dated
September 1, 1865, reads as follows:
To Andrew Johnson
President of the United States.
The undersigned a citizen of Robeson County - -a
Union Man in feeling and sentiment before the
war & never having participated in it - - was
Post Master at "Raft Swamp" N.C. before the
war in 1859 or 1860 & continued to act during
the rebellion. He has taken the oath of
Allegiance to the United States and seeks a
pardon as such - - which he hopes under the
circumstances will be granted.

Summer, 1989
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-It must be left to speculation whether Williams, the
former slaveholder, could have been such an enthusiastic
"Union Man" as he maintained, but his oath was accepted, and
pardon was granted on February 1, 1866. Dr. Williams
continued his service as postmaster until Raft Swamp was
decommissioned at the end of the year.
The loss of post office status in 1866 did not mean the
end of Raft Swamp as a trading post. Account books and
receipts for merchandise bought and sold testify to the
mercantile activities of Dr. Williams throughout the 1870's
and 1880's. More recent records indicate that business was
conducted there as late as the 1930's, when the store boasted
even a gasoline pump.
For fifty years now, Raft Swamp post office and store
has stood more or less in its original state, much as it looked
more than a hundred years ago. Its counters, shelves, postal
boxes (Ill. 4) and letter drop (Ill. 5 & 6) are still in place, and
Henry Ellis's stenciled logo hearkens back proudly to 1856. A
century-old barrel of petrified molasses stands conspicuously
in one corner.
Professor Smith and Mr. Doares would welcome the
participation of the North Carolina Postal History Society in
a restortion of the Raft Swamp Post Office. The interior is in
nearly perfect repair, but the exterior needs attention. The
lap siding on the north side of the building needs replacement
with approximately twenty-five old or new half-inch boards

fllusrration 4

eighteen feet long and eight inches in width. For historical
accuracy, the current tin roof should be replace with wooden
shingles (approximately 450 square feet or 4.5 roofing
squares). In addition, random exterior boards need
replacement or tightening down, one segment of weakened
sill needs replacement, the attic should be insulated to buffer

"----./'

Illusrration 3
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the interior from summer heat, and the whole building should
be waterproofed and underpinned.
Raft Swamp could become a jewel of a postal
museum. In storage are most of the articles that were in the
store at the time of its closing, including a collection of early
tools, the original commissary scales and many dry goods and
hardware items. Of great value to the site would be the
recovery of an actual Raft Swamp postal cover. Anyone who
is interested in this project, or who might be able to provide
additional information about this or other post office
buildings of the same period, is invited to contact Robert
Doares at the plantation. Write:
Robert F. Doares
Humphrey-Williams-Smith House
Route 10, Box 28
Lumberton, NC 28358

NCPHS

A Time Warp at Raft Swamp
by

Vernon S. Stroupe

Ifyou have a regard for antiquities, and all of us must
to be interested in postal history, then you will appreciate a
visit to the Humphreys-Williams-Smith House on Hwy 211,
a few miles northwest of Lumberton. The owner,Professor
Charles Smith and Curator Robert Doares are gracious hosts
and have extended an invitation to the NCPHS to visit singly
oren masse.
The plantation house is virtually hidden from the
highway by ancient Spanish Oaks and large Magnolias. It is
of a unique·style, probably Greco-Federal, with unusual
columns and high ceilings. Most of the furnishings are
original since the house has been in one family since built. All
of the original buildings and outbuildings are intact.
About fifty yards from the plantation house is a nondescript one room frame building with one door and two
windows. It rests on comer stones and has three wooden steps
up to the door. This was the commissary, doctors office and
post office of Raft Swamp, NC.
To the right of the door is a mail drop slot; the
wooden letter shute is intact and in place, still ready for mail.
The letter shute probably dumped,its cargo into a box or
basket on the inside.

Illustration 5
LetJer Drop, exterior view

The remainder of the interior appears much like any
very small general store of the mid-19th century. Shelves line
one sidebehind a long counter, barrels, bins and tubs held
bulk necessities. The shelves were modified to accomodate
the post office by making crude pigeon holes for letters
among them. Unfortunately no letters exsist there today.
One of the most striking artifacts remaining is a
stencil on the back wall. It is the logo of H.H.Ellis/Raft
Swamp, NC and is 20 inches in diameter. The original use
was, undoubtedly, to identify sacks of grain, bails of cotton,
barrels of turpentine or molasses, etc. as having originated at
Raft Swamp. What is most obvious to us postal historians is
that the design was taken from a circular date stamp; it may
even have been taken from the cds used by the post office and
would be in the fancy category if copied faithfully.

Robert F. Doares
Humphrey-Williams-Smith House
Rt. 10, Box 28
Lumberton, NC 28358
lllustrarion 6
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The Raft Swamp Challenge
by
Vernon S. Stroupe
The NCPHS has been given an unexpected challenge and opportunity; one that we cannot ignore.
Since our conception, the members have diligently
collected and researched North Carolina postal history; we
have almost gleefully published our findings, exhibited our
collections,and recognized outstanding efforts. But here we
have stopped.
The owner and curatoroftheRaft Swamp post office
building, in requesting our help, has called to our attention an
area of need which we have not considered as a body, and one
which I have not heard any member voice. This need is to
identify the early postal buildings still standing in North
Carolina, to recognize them and to aid in their preservation.
This is a challenge which is worthy of a larger and better
financed organization than we now have.
Still, this is a challenge which I do not feel that we can
ignore; our problem is going to be, "How do we meet this
challenge within our present organization and under our
present restrictions?" The answer may be that we break down
the massive task into tasks small enough that they can be
handled. There are three main areas of work: identification,
recognition and restoration.
Identification of vintage post office buildings starts
with a survey. We have 100 counties in North Carolina to
survey, and we are interested in four historical time frames:
Colonial, Early Federal, Antebellum and Confederate. I stop
at the Confederate period suggesting that to survey the postwar and later periods would completely overwhelm the project. For each county we must identify the post offices for each
of the periods and contact local historians to determine if the
post office building(s) for that era are still standing. From
their replies a listing can be made.

which we can become effective. We must use our contacts to
find resources, our membership activities to raise funds, and
perhaps even our muscle when and where appropriate.
There is the challenge. It has been laid before you as
plain as possible so as not to make it look easy, but to make it
look inviting, exciting, and rewarding. It will become the all of
these, but the latter only through success.
It is the easiest of tasks to pontificate on what needs
to be done; it is quite another matter to undertake the work
in doing it. TheN CPHS has been magnificent in the first years
of getting started; larger challenges are here. Are we ready for
this and other larger tasks? It is obvious that if such tasks are
to be accomplished that the NCHPS financial position will
have to be strengthened by many factors. How do we go about
this? How far do we want to go on this and other projects to
come.?

m:w MEMB£Ii8\jFnrE 1i6i1u; ··o F::·=· :, , , ..
DIRECTORS ELECTED BY MAIL BALLOT
President Ruth Wetmore has announced
the names of the new directors to serve until1994.
They are:
James H. Harris
Dr. Ken Schoolmeester
Thomas S. Richardson, and
Harry McDowell
The ballot was necessarily made by mail due
to the weather cancellation at Winston-Salem in
the spring and a lack of quorum at Charpex.

Recognition of the buildings, once identified, is of
prime importance. Of what good is knowing about these
historically important buildings if we do not let the community know by recognizing them in some fashion? The logical
approach is to create a permanent plaque to be placed on the
building or in the vacinity of the building, identifying it as a
once being a post office in the proper historical period(s).
This could become a project which could become costly,
depending upon the number of buildings found and identified, and the cost of having placques cast and engraved.
Restoration of any of these buildings is obviously a
task of such magnitude and expense that it cannot be lightly
undertaken. It is improbable that the NCPHS could undertake the complete restoration of even one such building
within our present means. Therefore, we must seek ways in
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In Our future Editions
Transylvania County Post Offices and Officials
Zevely Postmarks used in North Carolina
Wilmington Seven Grid on a Confederate #8
The Martindale Markings
Postal History of North Carolina, 1789-1795 (Part 2)
and More!
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